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We expand the boundaries of
technology to make the most
amazing experiences possible.
In 2015, we celebrated the 50th anniversary of Moore’s Law, which paved the way for Intel to build the ever faster, smaller, and
more affordable transistors that drive our modern world. This anniversary provided us with the opportunity to reflect upon the
increasingly transformational role that our technology plays in addressing global challenges and empowering people around
the world. Beyond the impact of our products, new ambitious goals and strategic investments in corporate responsibility are
helping us drive improvements in environmental sustainability, supply chain responsibility, diversity and inclusion, and social
impact.
Intel researchers are working on multiple environmental initiatives aimed at conserving resources, cutting emissions, and
boosting efficiency in transportation systems, homes, buildings, and cities. We continue to make significant investments in
resource conservation and efficiency projects at our sites around the world, and have remained the largest purchaser of green
power in the U.S. for eight years. Due to the increasing complexity of our manufacturing processes, we face ongoing challenges
in our efforts to meet our aggressive 2020 hazardous waste recycling and water use goals, but are committed to looking for
innovative solutions in these areas.
I’m also proud that we are on track to achieve our 2016 goal to validate that our broader product base is free of tantalum, tin,
tungsten, or gold derived from sources that benefit armed groups that exploit mine workers to fund violence in the Democratic
Republic of Congo or adjoining regions. This achievement is the result of our eight-year effort to develop systems to ensure that
these so-called “conflict minerals” do not enter our supply chain.
We launched our new Diversity and Inclusion initiative in early 2015, setting a bold hiring and retention goal to achieve full
representation of women and underrepresented minorities in Intel’s U.S. workforce by 2020. We committed $300 million to
support this goal and accelerate diversity and inclusion both at Intel and across the technology industry. I’m incredibly proud
that a thorough compensation analysis in 2015 showed that we are at 100% gender pay parity for U.S. employees across job
types and levels.
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To view or download the complete
Intel 2015 Corporate Responsibility Report,
visit intel.com/responsibility

Through multiple education and digital access initiatives, we are enabling young people to acquire the skills they need to
connect to a world of health, economic, and entrepreneurship opportunities. Products such as the new low-power Intel®
Curie™ module are enabling young makers to become the next generation of social innovators. And through our Intel® She Will
Connect programme, we made progress toward our goal of connecting 5 million women by 2020 to new opportunities through
technology.
This report provides a summary of our 2015 performance and the ambitious goals we have set for our future. Our commitment to
corporate responsibility is as strong as ever. We welcome your feedback at intel.com/responsibility so that we can continue to
improve our performance.

Brian Krzanich
Chief Executive Officer
Intel Corporation
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our business

Unlike many semiconductor
companies, we primarily
manufacture our products
in our own facilities, which
enables us to optimise
performance, shorten time
to market, and scale new
products more rapidly.

Our strategy is to offer
complete and connected
platform computing
solutions, and to continue
to drive “Moore’s Law”.

Since 2008, we have
linked a portion of every
employee’s variable
compensation—from frontline staff to our CEO—to the
achievement of corporate
responsibility goals.
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Although we may be best known for our processors, we do so much more. We are transforming from a
company that primarily serves the PC industry to one now also powering the majority of the world’s data
centres, connecting millions of mobile and Internet of Things devices, and helping to protect enterprise and
government IT systems. As a global technology and business leader, we are committed to doing the right
things, the right way.

Cultivating an Ethical Culture
Since Intel’s founding, uncompromising integrity and
professionalism have been the cornerstones of our business. The
Intel Code of Conduct directs employees to consider both shortand long-term impacts on the environment and the community
when they are making business decisions, and to report potential
issues as soon as they arise. Each year, our CEO communicates
with employees and senior managers about the importance
of ethics and legal compliance. This “tone from the top”—

$55.4

billion full-year
revenue

In 2015, we reported full-year revenue of $55.4
billion, including record revenue in our data centre,
Internet of Things, and memory businesses.

combined with our annual ethics and compliance training, regular
communications, and educational resources on our intranet
site—helps to create an ethical and legally compliant culture.

Operating with Transparency

with our business objectives. We publish a list of our direct
political contributions and those of the employee-funded Intel

Our business success has always depended on our ability

Political Action Committee twice per year. In recognition of our

to build strong relationships with all stakeholders, including

political accountability practices, Intel received a top five ranking

employees, customers, suppliers, governments, and communities.

among 500 U.S. companies evaluated in the 2015 CPA-Zicklin

We work to develop a strong culture of trust through open

Index of Corporate Political Accountability and Disclosure.

and direct communication, and are committed to operating
with transparency. Our interactive ExploreIntel.com website

Respecting Human Rights

provides real-time disclosure and information for communities

Intel is committed to maintaining and improving systems and

surrounding major Intel campuses around the world. As part of

processes to avoid complicity in human rights violations related

our commitment to transparency, we publish a list of our top

to our own operations, our supply chain, and our products. Our

suppliers each year, and disclose our greenhouse gas emissions

“open door” policy enables employees to bring any concerns

and climate change risk through CDP.net.

directly to all levels of management, and we conduct regular

Promoting Political Accountability

company-wide Organisational Health Surveys to assess the
satisfaction level of our employees. We have also invested

Intel works with governments, organisations, and industries

significant time and resources in collaborating with others

around the world to advocate policies that encourage new ideas,

to influence industry-wide improvements on issues such as

promote fair commerce, and protect resources. We also work

working hours and conflict minerals. In addition, we support the

to educate political candidates about the implications of public

advancement of human rights through our global efforts to help

policy decisions for our business, and provide financial support to

bridge the digital divide, expand education access, and promote

candidates who support or advance positions that are consistent

social innovation.
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In 2015, we launched our 6th
Gen Intel® Core™ processors,
which set a new standard for
energy efficiency, offering up
to two-and-a-half times the
performance and triple the
battery life1 when compared
to the computers many
people currently own.

product Stewardship
Our products have the potential to impact the environment during three phases: manufacturing,
use, and disposal. As such, we carefully select the materials we use to make our products, place a
strong emphasis on minimising our products’ energy consumption, and work to identify solutions
for electronic waste (e-waste). We also collaborate with others to find ways that technology can help
solve global challenges.
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100%

Intel and the city of Dublin,
Ireland are collaborating
on a “smart” city project
to gather, monitor, and
share environmental data,
including air quality and
noise.

by 2020

We have a goal to implement an enhanced green
chemistry screening and selection process for
100% of new chemicals and gases by 2020.

Emphasising Product Ecology

Designing for Privacy and Security

We seek alternatives for hazardous materials during

We recognise that innovation, growth, and the continued

manufacturing, and when we must use them, take steps to

success of our industry depend upon individuals’ trust in their

ensure that they are handled safely from the time they enter our

use of technology and in the responsible, protected collection

operations until they are properly disposed of or recycled. “Green

and processing of their data. We integrate security technology

chemistry” involves designing chemical products and processes

throughout our product line, and also develop and market

in ways that avoid the creation of toxics and waste. In 2015, we

cybersecurity hardware and software products under the Intel

completed a green chemistry benchmarking effort, and initiated

Security brand. Our development process includes an analysis

pilot studies aimed at helping our suppliers implement green

of how products protect against unauthorised access, use,

chemistry. While our components are not typically subject to

destruction, modification, or disclosure of personal information.

recycling or e-waste laws, we work with others to identify shared

As part of our public policy actions, we also advocate for global

solutions for used electronics.

policies and standards to protect data privacy and security.

Maximising Energy Efficiency

Addressing Global Challenges with Technology

Intel has a market lead in transitioning to new generations

Intel is helping deliver technologies that address a wide variety of

of process technology, each of which can enable us to build

social and environmental issues. Our technologies power smart

products that offer higher performance, lower cost, or improved

prosthetics that bring new capabilities to people with disabilities;

energy efficiency compared to prior generations. We have

smart building systems that measure, analyse, and manage the

committed to increase the energy efficiency of notebook

consumption of energy and natural resources in homes, schools,

computers and data centre products 25x by 2020 from 2010

and factories; and smart agricultural projects that save water

levels. In support of this goal, we have pioneered a diverse set

and boost crop yields. Our programmes and products designed

of hardware and software technologies that help measure and

for the maker community are also enabling a new generation of

optimise energy use in computers and data centres. We are also

social innovators to solve issues in healthcare, education, and

working with others to advance projects and policies aimed at

other fields.

maximising the potential of information and communications
technology to improve societal energy efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions.

1

 6th Gen Intel® Core™ i5-6200U processor (43WHr battery size) to a 5-year-old PC based on Intel® Core™ i5-520UM processor (62WHr battery size): 2.5x better
1
performance (SYSmark®2014), 3x better battery life (Windows® 10 on i5-6200U and Windows 7® on i5-520UM).
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Intel Ireland ended 2015 with
an Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)
recordable rate of 0.48,
more than two times better
than the U.S. semiconductor
industry average recordable
rate of 1.1.

Our People

Through the ‘Women in
Technology’ scholarship
programme, Intel hopes
to increase awareness
and encourage a new
generation of highachieving women to take
up the challenge of a career
in science and technology.

Our success depends upon all employees understanding how their work contributes to Intel’s
overall business strategy. As such, we cultivate a culture in which employees feel comfortable
asking questions and sharing their views with leaders at all levels. From hiring and integration, to
development and industry-leading compensation and benefits, our employee-centred approaches
define Intel’s culture.
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In 2015, all Intel
Ireland employees
spent a minimum
of one day on
their professional
development.

Promoting Diversity and Inclusion

Employees also advance their careers by taking advantage of

At Intel Ireland we fundamentally believe that the tech industry

temporary development assignments, accessing third-level

is stronger and more innovative when it is more diverse and

qualifications through our tuition assistance process, and each

inclusive. In early 2015, aligned with our corporate strategy

year a number of our employees experience International

to reach full representation of women by 2020, Intel Ireland

assignments.

2

developed a comprehensive diversity and inclusion strategy to
increase female representation at all levels in the organisation.
This is being achieved through development of programmes
to encourage females to pursue careers in STEM, embracing
diversity in all our hiring mechanisms, integrating and developing
our female talent, and focusing on key strategies for retention
of female employees. Our programmes include our Women in
Technology scholarship and awards, the Centre for Talented
Youth Ireland - Intel Engineering programme, and our internal
female resource programme and leadership development
programme, all of which help bring us closer to our commitment
and improve our ability to attract and hire talent above market

Comprehensive Rewards
Our total rewards package goes above and beyond competitive
compensation, with the inclusion of stock grants, comprehensive
health and wellness programmes, robust retirement benefits,
holiday allowances, flexible work schedules, and much more.
Intel Ireland has long been committed to paying our employees
at all levels fairly and equitably. We provide access to a variety
of innovative, flexible healthcare and wellness programmes
that work together to support the personal needs of all of our
employees and their immediate families. In 2015, our attention
centred on adding to our suite of family friendly benefits to

availability.

support our Diversity & Inclusion Strategy. As part of this, Intel

Developing Talent

paternity leave. Other innovations introduced were allowances

was one of the first employers in Ireland to introduce fully paid

Employees in Intel Ireland grow by continuously learning—in

for care expenses when on business travel, and flexi-time for new

the classroom, on the job, through multimedia mechanisms,

parents.

and through non-traditional development opportunities. In

can take risks, grow new skills, and develop their capabilities.

80,000

Based on neuroscience research of a ‘Growth Mindset’, GROW

In line with Intel’s ongoing commitment to

2015, all Ireland employees spent a minimum of one day on
their professional development. In support of our diversity and
inclusion initiative, we launched our corporate GROW initiative,
aimed at engaging employees to make Intel a place where people

uses a combination of short videos, exercises, team activities,
and other tools to help employees shift the way they think,

HOURS
VOLUNTEERED

volunteerism, 39% of Intel Ireland employees spent

collaborate, and develop. We also launched LEAD, our investment

a total of 80,000 hours volunteering in communities

programme in leadership development. From new managers

across the country in 2015.

to long-time executives, additional content and insights are
layered to equip every leader to be their best—whether in
managing financial budgets, collaborating across business units,
or sustaining themselves and their organisation in the face of
change.

2

 ull representation (or full workforce representation) is the point at which Intel’s
F
workforce matches the supply of skilled talent available (market availability) for
current roles at Intel.
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Over the past four years,
Intel Ireland saved 46,000
tonnes of carbon, equivalent
to over 12,000 cars taken off
the road.

Intel Ireland received
two NISO Occupational
Safety Awards, the first in
recognition of an effective
and successful Health and
Safety Management System,
and the other a distinction
award received by the 1272
tool install construction team
in recognition of workplace
health and safety excellence.

environmental
sustainability
10
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In 2015, Intel Ireland
conserved 420,135m3 of water
as part of overall conservation
efforts at its sites.
Intel Ireland is at the
forefront of sustainable
plant operations across
Intel worldwide, voluntarily
investing more than $30
million in energy conservation
projects at the Leixlip site in
recent years.

We consider our environmental impact when we select sites, design buildings, set performance levels
for manufacturing tools, and establish goals for new production processes. We work to engage all of our
employees in managing sustainability, and collaborate with governments, environmental groups, and other
companies to broaden our impact in addressing environmental issues.

Minimising Our Environmental Footprint

In 2014 and 2015, we upgraded all external lighting to LED,

While many companies in our industry outsource production,

resulting in savings of 4.2 million kilowatt hours. By taking

we manufacture the majority of our component products in our

advantage of the Irish climate to provide free cooling in our site’s

own facilities. In-house manufacturing enables us to optimise

data centre, we save 1.3 million kilowatt hours per annum.

performance, shorten our time-to-market, and scale new products
more rapidly, but also increases our direct environmental impact.
As such, we strongly emphasise sustainability throughout our
operations. Our sustainability practices help us drive efficiency,
lower costs, and reduce resource use. They also enable us to
grow our operations without correspondingly increasing our
environmental footprint.

Sustainable Energy Management
In 2015, Intel Ireland expanded its ongoing commitment to
energy management by becoming the lead site in a multi-site

46,000

METRIC
TONNES

Intel Ireland’s carbon savings of 46,000 metric tonnes
over the past four years is equivalent to removing
12,000 cars from Ireland’s roads.

accreditation to ISO 50001. We mentored our peers in four
Intel sites in Chengdu, Vietnam and two in Malaysia, sharing our
knowledge on sustainable energy practices and management.

Engaging Our Employees

The multi-site accreditation supports shared learnings,

Through our “Learn, Act, Share” model, we help employees

standardised processes for energy management, and overall a

understand sustainability issues, priorities, and goals; work

more collaborative approach to management systems, with sites

together to take action; and share information about our priorities

having visibility into other sites’ energy projects and ideas. This

with others. Our Sustainability in Action (SIA) programme

will lead to further energy efficiencies going forward at all sites. An

enables employees to apply for funding for their own innovative

example of one of the energy projects is the implementation of a

environmental projects. In 2015, SIA projects included installing

heat recovery system at the Ireland site, which resulted in a 30%

a solar-powered water pump at a national park in Sri Lanka and

reduction in natural gas usage at the site.

developing hands-on engineering kits to teach kids in Arizona

Investing in Energy Efficiency

about alternative energy. Since 2000, Intel has also presented
Environmental Excellence Awards (EEAs) to employees who have

Intel Ireland is at the forefront of sustainable plant operations

helped reduce the company’s environmental impact. In 2015, 38

across Intel worldwide, voluntarily investing more than $30

employees from 12 sites earned EEAs for projects to increase

million in energy conservation projects at the Leixlip site in recent

wastewater reuse, reduce waste generation, and educate others

years. Reduction activities over the last four years resulted in over

on sustainability topics.

46,000 tonnes of carbon saved, equivalent to over 12,000 cars
taken off the road. In 2015, we saved 18 million kilowatt hours,
which equates to approximately $5 million in financial savings.
Some projects include the implementation of intelligent lighting
systems inside our buildings, with individual fittings controlled by
light level, occupancy and daylight.
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Our multi-tiered supply
chain comprises more than
19,000 suppliers in over 100
countries.
In 1998, Intel first codified
its expectations of suppliers
regarding human resources,
environmental management,
worker safety, and business
ethics.

The percentage of
participating suppliers
who have met all of the
requirements in Intel’s
Programme to Accelerate
Supplier Sustainability has
increased from 57% to
79% in just three years.

supply chain
Responsibility

At Intel Ireland, we have
been increasing internal
awareness of womenowned businesses within
our supply chain through
a series of workshops
and networking events.
We work closely with
WeConnect International,
the certifying
body for
Executive
Summary of Intel’s 2015
Corporate
Responsibility
Report—Focus
on Ireland
Executive
Summary
of Intel’s 2015
Corporate Responsibility
Report—Focus on Ireland
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women-owned
businesses.

By promoting transparency, driving continuous improvement, and holding ourselves and our
suppliers accountable to the same high standards, we improve corporate responsibility performance
across the electronics industry. Actively managing our supply chain helps us reduce risks, improve
product quality, achieve environmental goals, and ensure that our supply chain is both resilient and
responsible.
Setting Expectations

and logistics network by using suppliers with more efficient fleets

We expect our suppliers—and their suppliers—to comply with

and by increasing local sourcing. We also work with our logistics

Intel’s Code of Conduct and the Electronic Industry Citizenship

and packaging suppliers to drive toward our long-term vision of

Coalition Code of Conduct (EICC Code). We clearly communicate

achieving 100% sustainable packaging for all inbound, outbound,

our expectations at meetings and in our supplier contracts,

and return shipments. We include an environmental metric as part

request-for-proposal documents, and annual letter to all suppliers.

of the PASS programme requirements, and we have encouraged

To help enable broad, sustainable change, we provide suppliers

transparency among suppliers by requesting that they publish

with face-to-face training opportunities and access to our online

their own corporate responsibility reports.

interactive Supplier Sustainability Resource Centre, which includes
on-demand webinars on varied corporate responsibility topics.

Eliminating Conflict Minerals
Like many companies in the electronics industry, we use tin,

Driving Accountability

tantalum, tungsten, and gold in our manufacturing processes, or

We use a variety of tools and processes to manage supplier

have suppliers who do so. These metals, also known as “conflict

performance to our expectations, including assessments and

minerals3,” could be sourced within the Democratic Republic of the

audits, and our Programme to Accelerate Supplier Sustainability

Congo (DRC) or adjoining countries from mines under the control

(PASS). PASS is a collaborative and proactive initiative designed

of armed groups who exploit mine workers to fund violence,

to help our suppliers build internal capacity around corporate

genocide, and other crimes against humanity. In 2009, we began

responsibility through rigorous commitments to compliance,

investing significant resources to develop systems to validate

transparency, and capability-building. Supplier audits, conducted

conflict-free4 sources of these minerals. In 2013, we proudly began

by a mix of third parties and Intel personnel, follow the EICC

manufacturing microprocessors that are “conflict free” for tin,

Validated Audit Process and help us identify compliance gaps

tantalum, tungsten, and gold, and have set a goal to validate our

where immediate action is needed, and where longer-term,

broader product base as conflict-free in 2016.

corrective “targeted action plans” should be put in place. In 2015,
on-site audits covering environmental, safety, and human rights
factors such as slavery and human trafficking were completed at
121 of our supplier facilities.

Minimising Environmental Impact
By partnering with suppliers to manage their environmental
impact, we can reduce our own environmental impact, lower
supply chain risk, and decrease costs. For example, we work to
reduce the greenhouse gas emissions related to our transportation

47%

INCREASE

In 2015, Intel Ireland increased its cohort of diverse
suppliers by 47% over last year.

3

“ Conflict minerals,” as defined by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), is a broad term that means tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold, regardless
of whether these minerals finance conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) or adjoining countries.

4

“ Conflict-free” refers to products, suppliers, supply chains, smelters, and refiners that, based on our due diligence, do not contain or source tantalum, tin, tungsten
or gold that directly or indirectly finance or benefit armed groups in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or adjoining countries.
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Intel Ireland continues
to grow the ‘Women in
Technology’ scholarship
programme for female
students who have recently
embarked on third-level
education.

In 2015, more than 158
organisations throughout
Ireland benefited from our
Intel Involved Matching Grant
programme. Employees
volunteered over 80,000
hours, which resulted in over
€576,000 being donated.

social impact
14
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Our Intel Experience
programme offers a weeklong interactive programme
that gives students the
opportunity to experience
several workshops and
sessions to provide them
with insight into the world
of engineering and science.

Our investments in improving education and fostering innovation generate significant value for
communities worldwide and for Intel. Our success rests on the availability of skilled workers, a healthy
technology ecosystem, and knowledgeable customers. In turn, the health of local economies—including
those where our employees live and work—depends on access to technology and quality education.
Connecting People to Opportunity

In 2015, Intel continued to support the Online Safety for Kids

Technology and the Internet can open doors to a wealth of

programme, which is a free school initiative offered by Intel

financial, health, and education resources that can dramatically

Security Group.

improve lives. As such, we provide multiple programmes
aimed at giving people around the world basic skills that can

Instilling a Culture of Service

prepare them to participate in today’s digital economy. Many

Engaging our employees in meaningful volunteer experiences

of our programmes address gender gaps that exist in access

benefits communities while positively impacting employee

to technology. Intel She Will Connect, for example, uses an

satisfaction and pride. In 2015 Intel employees volunteered over

innovative combination of digital literacy training, online peer

80,000 hours with 294 community connections. Through the

networks, and gender-relevant content to help young women

Intel Involved Matching Grant programme an estimated payout

acquire or improve digital literacy skills and understand the

of over €576,079 ($676, 680) was donated to more than 158

benefits of the Internet.

recipient organisations. This is the eighth year that Intel has
implemented the current grant scheme and to date over $3.5

Inspiring Young Innovators

million has been donated to charities, schools, sports clubs,

In 2015, more than 15,000 students from across Ireland took

social initiatives and community schemes all across Ireland. The

part in Intel-run or supported science fairs, giving them the

total number of hours volunteered by employees during this time

opportunity to engage in science through an investigative

is the equivalent of having 32 people working full time in the

approach to learning. This included the Intel Mini Scientist

community for a full five years.

Exhibition, which took place in 104 different schools across
Ireland in 2015, with more than 5,600 participants. Intel Ireland
also continued its Transition Year Experience Week initiative, with
70 schools taking part during 2015.
Last year a total of 20 women from a variety of Irish universities
were selected for the Women in Technology scholarship
programme, which saw them each receive a monetary grant of

€1.3

MILLION

€2,000 per annum as well as an Intel work placement and an Intel

Investing in the next generation, Ireland contributes

mentor to assist and provide advice on their academic career. A

over €1.3 million each year to local and national

number of other education based programmes were offered by
Intel during 2015, including the Centre for Talented Youth Ireland

education programmes at the primary, secondary

– Intel Engineering Programme and the Intel Academy, which

and third levels.

provide practical curriculum based workshops for physics and
chemistry students.
Intel Ireland also continued as a partner of the CoderDojo Coolest
projects awards, which last year saw more than 500 entries from
across Europe. The event invites students to showcase their
creativity and skills with computer languages and hardware to
build cool apps, games, websites and robots.
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Global reach, local impact
Intel employees, technology, products, environmental initiatives, and social impact programmes
improve lives around the world in multiple ways. For more stories of impact, read our complete report
at www.intel.com/responsibility or visit www.newsroom.intel.ie for the latest updates.
Here are some Ireland highlights from 2015:

IoT Ignition Lab in Ireland

Inaugural Intel Women’s Achievement Awards

In 2015, Intel announced that its Leixlip campus would be the

To align with the International Women’s Day celebrations which

location of the latest Intel Internet of Things (IoT) Ignition Lab,

take place in March each year, Intel helped organise the first

a dedicated facility for the collaborative development of novel

Intel Women’s Achievement Awards to honour leading women

IoT solutions. The Internet of Things is considered one of the

in technology. The inaugural presentation of these awards took

fastest growing areas of the technology industry today and one

place at a special ceremony held at Intel’s campus in Leixlip,

that holds enormous potential to drive economic value and

where broadcaster and publisher Norah Casey joined Intel’s

social change. IoT is built around the idea of turning any device or

Fab 24 Factory Manager Ann-Marie Holmes to present the

object into a smart device by having it communicate with other

recognitions to a group of seven women.

devices and with the cloud, and to produce data that can be
used to increase value. To date, Intel has established five Ignition

The awards were designed to acknowledge women working

Labs across Europe and the Middle East, located in Swindon,

at Intel for a variety of outstanding achievements that have

Stockholm, Munich, Istanbul and Haifa. Each Ignition Lab focuses

delivered a significant impact to Intel’s business..

on serving the needs of a specific set of vertical markets, with the
Ireland IoT Lab focusing on:
• Smart Homes & Buildings

• Energy and Utilities

• Smart Cities

• Smart Agriculture

The diverse Intel business operations in Ireland provide an
opportune backdrop for the new Ignition lab and for the
development of solutions in the IoT space. As home to hundreds
of hi-tech companies, a vibrant startup community and a closely
knit eco-system of technology innovators, Ireland has the unique
potential to become a hub for the IoT computing wave – one that

The inaugural award recipients were:
• Jessica McCarthy from Intel Labs
• Vanessa Fitzsimons from Intel’s IT group
• Paula Howard from Intel’s Customer Fulfilment, Planning and
Logistics Group
• Amy Rudd from Intel’s Corporate Services organisation
• Clare Beatty from Intel’s Sort group
• Anita Earley from Intel’s Fab 24 group
• Triona Grennan from Intel’s Fab 24 organisation

has limitless possibilities and is underpinned by innovation.
16
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New Training Initiative for Maintenance Technicians in

Pride of Place Competition

Advanced Manufacturing

Last summer, Intel Ireland launched a new initiative, called the

In 2015, FIT, together with Intel and Kildare and Wicklow

Pride of Place competition, to support environmental initiatives

Education and Training Board, announced details of a new

in our local communities by partnering with the Tidy Town

training initiative that will open up opportunities for those with

Associations of Leixlip, Celbridge and Maynooth. The competition

an ambition to embark on careers in Ireland’s growing advanced

showcased a variety of environmental ideas that were generated

manufacturing sector.

by the Tidy Town committees in each town, which each

FIT and Intel share a goal of attracting women and men from

nominated three projects that would vie to be the winning project

diverse backgrounds to this field, which offers new opportunities

and receive funding from Intel of €10,000. The three local winners

in a number of dynamic sectors in Ireland. This training initiative

of the inaugural competition were announced at a special event

is aimed at people who have an interest in hands-on problem

held at Intel’s campus in Leixlip in September. They are:

solving involving the maintenance and trouble-shooting

• Label Leixlip – A project to label, describe and signpost a series

of complex equipment used in manufacturing processes.

of walking trail loops with information panels being erected on

Participants will be offered the opportunity to enhance their skills

prominent buildings and structures noting a brief history, unique

and qualifications by undertaking a 48-week programme that will
earn them a major award at Level 6 accredited by QQI and a unit

features and the local relevance.
• Maynooth Big Belly Compactor – A project to install solar

award accredited by City & Guilds. This is an exciting opportunity

compactor bins to help reduce litter in the Maynooth area. The

for young women and men to gain knowledge in a range of skills,

compactor consists of a solar panel, which powers a 12v battery,

such as electronic, electrical, mechanical and programmable

which in turns provides the power for an internal compactor,

logic controllers. The first pilot course of the programme began

therefore increasing the capacity for collected waste.

in September 2015, and a further two courses are scheduled to
commence in 2016.

• Celbridge Naturally – A project that aims to highlight biodiversity
through the creation of a natural heritage information sign, a
self-guided nature walk and a web page.

Selected 2015 Awards and Recognitions
Third-party recognition gives us valuable feedback on our
programmes and practices, and helps drive continuous
improvement over time. Below is a selection of corporate

• Intel Ireland received an award for Excellence in Volunteering
at the Chambers Ireland Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
awards.

responsibility awards and recognitions that Intel received in 2015.

• Intel Ireland was named Multinational Company of the Year at
the 2015 Tech Excellence Awards.

• Intel Ireland was named FDI company of the year by Business
and Finance.

• Intel Ireland received Business Working Responsibly Mark
certification for the third time.

• Intel Ireland received two NISO Occupational Safety Awards
The first award was in recognition of an effective and successful
health and safety management system; and the second award
was a distinction award received by the 1272 tool install
construction team in recognition of workplace health and
safety excellence.

• Intel Security, located in Cork, was named as one of the Top 10
Great Places to Work – Best workplace.
• Intel Ireland was named Most Popular Graduate Recruiter in
the Engineering Sector.
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key performance indicators
For detailed information on these and other indicators, see our complete Corporate Responsibility Report at intel.com/responsibility.
2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Net revenue (dollars in billions)

$55.4

$55.9

$52.7

$53.3

$54.0

Financial Results and Economic Impact
Net income (dollars in billions)

$11.4

$11.7

$9.6

$11.0

$12.9

Provision for taxes (dollars in billions)

$2.8

$4.1

$3.0

$3.9

$4.8

Research and development spending
(dollars in billions)

$12.1

$11.5

$10.6

$10.1

$8.4

Capital investments (dollars in billions)

$7.3

$10.1

$10.7

$11.0

$10.8

Customer survey “Delighted” Score

87%

90%

91%

92%

93%

Greenhouse gas emissions
(million metric tonnes of CO2 equivalent)1

1.55

2.08

1.69

1.85

2.01

Energy use (billion kWh –
includes electricity, gas, and diesel)

6.4

5.9

5.6

5.5

5.3

Total water withdrawn (billions of gallons)

9.0

8.4

8.7

9.0

8.3

61.6/2%

49.4/0%

41.3/1%

35.5/2%

25.1/3%

80.8/82%

94.7/86.4%

120.7/89.4%

150.62/88%

81.1/85%

Employees at year end (thousands)

107.3

106.7

107.6

104.7

100.1

Women in global workforce

25%

25%

26%

26%

26%

Environmental Sustainability

Hazardous waste generated
(thousand tons)/% to landfill
Non-hazardous waste generated
(thousand tons)/% recycled

Our People

Women on our Board at year end

18%

18%

20%

20%

27%

Investments in training (dollars in millions)

$278

$265

$300

$299

$299

0.58/0.11

0.69/0.12

0.69/0.13

0.62/0.12

0.66/0.12

–

84%

–

88%

87%

Employee volunteerism rate

41%

39%

43%

47%

50%

Worldwide charitable giving
(dollars in millions)5

$90.3

$102.3

$109.5

$105.5

$92.9

Charitable giving as a percentage
of pre-tax net income

0.6%

0.6%

0.9%

0.7%

0.5%

121

129

133

101

49

Safety – recordable rate/days away case rate3
Organisational Health Survey scores –
“Proud to work for Intel”4

Social Impact

Supply Chain Responsibility
Supplier audits6
(third-party and Intel-led audits)
1
3
5


Including purchases of Renewable Energy Certificates. 2 An
estimated 42% of this total was due to construction waste related to the building of two new fabrication facilities.
4
Rate based on 100 employees working full time for one year.
We did not conduct an Organisational Health Survey in 2013 or 2015.
Includes total giving (cash and in-kind) from Intel Corporation and the Intel Foundation. 6 Reflects a reconciliation of past data and 2015 results.
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looking ahead
Setting public goals in our key corporate responsibility areas helps us drive continuous improvement and hold ourselves accountable for
our performance.

Goals for 2016 and Beyond
Product Stewardship
• Increase the energy efficiency of notebook computers and data centre products 25x by 2020 from 2010 levels.1
• Implement an enhanced green chemistry screening and selection process for 100% of new chemicals and gases by 2020.

Our People
• Achieve full representation2 of women and underrepresented minorities at Intel in the United States by 2020.

Environmental Sustainability
• Reduce direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 10% on a per unit basis by 2020 from 2010 levels.
• Grow the installation and use of on-site alternative energy to three times our 2015 levels by 2020.
• Continue 100% green power in our U.S. operations and increase alternative energy use for our international operations from 2015 to 2020.
• Reduce water use on a per unit basis below 2010 level by 2020.
• Achieve cumulative energy savings of 4 billion kWh from 2012 to 2020.
• Achieve zero hazardous waste to landfill by 2020.
• Achieve 90% non-hazardous waste recycle rate by 2020.
• Design all new buildings to a minimum LEED* Gold certification between 2015 and 2020.

Supply Chain Responsibility
• Complete or review an on-site audit for each of our Top 75 suppliers by the end of 2016.
• Establish an 85% “green” Intel ground transportation fleet by 2016.
• Validate our broader product base as conflict-free in 2016.3
• Increase our annual spending with certified diverse-owned suppliers to $1 billion by 2020.

Social Impact
• Through the Intel She Will Connect programme, reach 5 million women in Sub-Saharan Africa by 2020.
1

 Data centre energy efficiency is determined by server energy efficiency (as measured by SPECpower_ssj2008 or equivalent publications and using a 2010 baseline of an
E56xx series processor-based server platform) as well as technology adoption that raises overall data centre work output (such as virtualisation technology). Notebook
computer energy efficiency is determined by average battery life, battery capacity, screen size, and number of recharge cycles of volume notebook computers in that
model year.
Full representation (or full workforce representation) is the point at which Intel’s workforce in the U.S. matches the supply of skilled talent available (market availability) for
current roles at Intel.

2 

3

 “Conflict-free” refers to products, suppliers, supply chains, smelters, and refiners that, based on our due diligence, do not contain or source tantalum, tin, tungsten or gold
that directly or indirectly finance or benefit armed groups in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or adjoining countries.
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We innovate at the boundaries of technology to make amazing experiences
possible for business and society, and for every person on Earth. Our
innovations are bringing sight, touch, depth perception, and the ability to
communicate to devices, objects, and spaces to make them smart and
connected. We harness the capability of the cloud and the Internet of Things
to disrupt industries and solve global challenges—such as those in healthcare,
agriculture, and commerce. We also lead on important matters of policy,
diversity, inclusion, education, and sustainability.

This Executive Summary contains highlights of Intel’s complete 2015
Corporate Responsibility Report, which was prepared using the Global
Reporting* Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. To view or download
the full report, visit intel.com/responsibility.
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on Form 10-Q and Form 10-K and earnings release.
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